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Abstract— The work presented in this paper aims at assessing
human emotion recognition by means of the analysis of the
heart rate variability (HRV) with varying spectral bands based
on respiratory frequency (RF). Three specific emotional states
are compared corresponding to calm-neutral state (Relax), pos-
itive elicitation (Joy) and negative elicitation (Fear). Standard
HRV analysis in time and frequency domain is performed. In
order to better characterize the HRV component related to
respiratory sinus arrhythmia, the high frequency (HF) band is
centered on RF. Results reveal that the power content in low
band (PLF), the normalized power content in HF band (PHFn)
and the sympathovagal ratio (LF/HF) can be suitable indices
to distinguish Relax and Joy. Mean heart rate and RF are
significantly different between Relax and Fear. Different HRV
indices show significant differences between Joy and Fear, such
as pNN50, PLF, PHFn and LF/HF. Statistical analysis of HRV
indices with HF centered in the RF results in a lower p-value
than the ones with a HF standard band.

I. INTRODUCTION

Both anatomically and functionally, autonomous nervous
system (ANS) is composed of sympathetic and parasympa-
thetic branches which exert an antagonistic regulation of
target organs and tissues. These branches are named for
acting in “sympathy” with emotions and both innervate the
heart, specifically in the sinoatrial node which is in charge
of neuromodulation enabling the corresponding neurotrans-
mitters modulate its activity together which clearly responds
to emotional states. Sympathetic hyperactivity in response
to sexual or combative nature may cause extra systole or
tachycardia. Parasympathetic hyperactivity in response to
aversive emotions usually olfactory or visual origin can cause
bradycardia or cardiac arrest [1], [2]. Heart rate variability
(HRV) analysis is considered as a noninvasive technique
for the assessment of the balance between these two main
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branches of the ANS by its spectral analysis and it has been
proposed for human emotion recognition [3], [4]. Standards
of measurement, physiological interpretation and clinical
use of HRV in resting conditions have been established,
involving three different spectral components: a very low
frequency (VLF) component in the range between 0 and
0.04 Hz, a low frequency (LF) component between 0.04 and
0.15 Hz, and a high frequency (HF) component between 0.15
and 0.4 Hz [5]. The power in the HF band is considered to
be a measure of the parasympathetic activity, mainly due
to respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA). The power in the
LF band is considered to be a measure of sympathetic and
parasympathetic activity on the heart, being its interpretation
controversial, as e.g. when the respiratory frequency (RF)
lies in the LF band. However, the spontaneous RF is not
restricted to the band from 0.15 to 0.4 Hz. For instance,
the RF can be as low as 0.1 Hz during relaxation and as
high as 0.7 Hz during intense exercise. In these situations
the spectral analysis of HRV within the standard frequency
bands would yield inaccurate estimates of the ANS activity.
In order to avoid this effect, it has been proposed to center
the HF band in the RF for an improved estimation of the
sympathethic/parasympathetic activity [6]. The aim of this
paper is to overcome this drawback in the context of HRV
analysis during emotion elicitation using a HF band centered
at RF, previously successfully tested in the context of stress
testing [6], [7], [8]. This approach can be divided into
three categories: (i) time domain analysis to obtain HRV
statistical time indexes, (ii) frequency domain analysis based
on nonparametric methods and (iii) same procedure as in
the previous case but varying the HF spectral band based on
respiration.

II. METHODS
A. Induced emotion registration

A database of electrocardiogram (ECG), respiration, blood
pressure (BP), skin temperature (ST) and galvanic skin
response (GSR) for twenty five subjects was recorded during
induced emotion experiments at University of Zaragoza.
The limb ECG leads I, II and III were recorded at 1
kHz and the respiratory signal at 125 Hz. The Institutions
Ethical Review Board approved all experimental procedures
involving human subjects.

Four emotions (Joy, Fear, Anger and Sadness) were in-
duced by videos in two different days, two sessions per day
and two emotions each (one session for Joy and Fear and
the other for Anger and Sadness). The order of the emotion



TABLE I
MEDIAN (Q1|Q3) FOR HRV INDICES AND RF FOR RELAX, JOY AND FEAR AND p-VALUES FOR THE STUDIED CONDITIONS: (1) RELAX VS. JOY, (2)

RELAX VS. FEAR AND (3) JOY VS. FEAR.

Emotions p-values
Relax Joy Fear (1) (2) (3)

HRM (bpm) 72.13 (68.33|77.26) 73.24 (68.47|80.96) 77.71 (70.62|83.19) n.s. 0.0131 n.s.
SDNN (ms) 42.83 (26.42|59.36) 48.95 (31.73|58.07) 43.40 (34.02|57.92) n.s. n.s. n.s.
SDSD (ms) 25.95 (15.57|35.82) 28.47 (17.21|39.03) 25.32 (17.39|30.48) n.s. n.s. n.s.
RMSSD (ms) 25.92 (15.55|35.74) 28.44 (17.19|38.98) 25.29 (17.36|30.43) n.s. n.s. n.s.
pNN50 (%) 5.26 (0.00|14.42) 8.33 (0.65|17.46) 3.10 (0.53|9.29) n.s. n.s. 0.0098
PLF (adim) 0.0010 (0.0004|0.0015) 0.0013 (0.0006|0.0027) 0.0010 (0.0006|0.0019) 0.0419 n.s. 0.0166
PHFa (adim) 0.0003 (0.0001|0.0008) 0.0005 (0.0002|0.0008) 0.0004 (0.0002|0.0006) n.s. n.s. n.s.
PHFna (%) 31.40 (19.26|45.17) 23.72 (17.26|32.56) 26.62 (18.08|40.14) 0.0009 n.s. 0.0004
PLF/PHFa (adim) 2.19 (1.21|4.19) 3.24 (2.08|4.80) 2.76 (1.50|4.53) 0.0052 n.s. 0.0006
PHFb (adim) 0.0002 (0.0001|0.0008) 0.0003 (0.0001|0.0006) 0.0003 (0.0001|0.0005) n.s. n.s. n.s.
PHFnb (%) 28.08 (13.75|44.20) 20.93 (10.30|29.78) 23.75 (14.24|34.27) 0.0006 n.s. 0.0012
PLF/PHFb (adim) 2.56 (1.26|6.27) 3.79 (2.36|8.72) 3.21 (1.92|6.05) 0.0004 n.s. 0.0004
RF(Hz) 0.31 (0.26|0.33) 0.33 (0.31|0.36) 0.32 (0.29|0.35) n.s. 0.0237 n.s.

a Standard spectral ranges. b HF centered in RF (HFRF ).
n.s. Stands for non-significant.

videos was randomized. Each emotion video was preceded
by a relaxing video which served as physiological parameters
baseline, and followed by another relaxing video to ensure
that the subjects physiological parameters returned to the
baseline condition.

Notwithstanding were recorded four basic emotions, only
Joy and Fear were analyzed. These two basic emotions
were selected following the emotion classification model of
Lövheim, who proposed a direct relation between specific
combinations of the levels of the signal substances dopamine,
serotonin and noradrenaline and basic emotions represented
in a three-dimensional model. Inside this coordinate system
Joy and Fear were differentiated in a single dimension axis
which was high and low level of serotonin, respectively [9].

B. HRV representation
First, beat occurrence times were estimated from the ECG

by a wavelet-based ECG detector [10]. Then, ectopic beats,
false and missed detections were identified and corrected
before constructing the RR time series.

Besides the RR series, instantaneous heart rate (HR) was
estimated from the beat occurrence times based on the
integral pulse frequency modulation (IPFM) model, which
takes into account the presence of ectopic beats [11].

A time-varying mean HR was computed by low pass
filtering (cut-off frequency 0.03 Hz) the instantaneous HR
signal, and then subtracted from the instantaneous HR signal,
yielding the HRV signal.

Finally, the modulating signal, which is assumed to carry
the ANS information according to the IPFM model, was
estimated dividing the HRV signal by the time-varying mean
HR [12].

C. HRV indices
The first stage to analyze HRV is to obtain the standard

temporal and spectral indices [5].
For time domain, heart rate mean (HRM), the standard

deviation of consecutive normal beats (SDNN), the standard

deviation of successive differences between adjacent normal
beats (SDSD), the root mean square of successive differences
between adjacent normal beats (RMSSD), and the proportion
of beats that differ more than 50 ms (pNN50) were obtained
from the revised RR time series.

Frequency domain indices were estimated from the
modulating signal described in Section II-B using the
Fourier transform. The power content in LF and HF bands
(PLF and PHF), their normalized values (i.e. PHFn =
PHF/(PLF+PHF)), and the sympathovagal ratio (LF/HF)
were computed for two situations:
• Considering standard ranges [5].
• Considering the HF band centered in the RF [6].
A length of five minutes was considered for both sessions

of Relax and Joy and for one session of Fear. The second
session of Fear had an extension of 285 seconds due to a
restriction in the duration of the video.

D. HF band centered on respiratory frequency
As stated above the standard definitions of the HF band

could be inappropriate when the RF is not within to 0.15-0.4
Hz.

The criterion used to overcome this limitation was:
• The HF band is centered in the RF (HFRF ) extracted

from the respiratory signal, with the same bandwidth
than the standard definition of HF, 0.25 Hz.

• Two restrictions are applied to the previous definition:
(1) The upper limit of the HF band must be limited
by half the mean HR (Nyquist frequency), and (2) the
lower limit of the HF band is defined from the upper
limit of the standard LF band, 0.15 Hz.

The RF was extracted by Welch periodogram from respi-
ratory signal which was resampled at 4 Hz.

E. Statistical analysis
Prior to the statistical analysis, normality distribution of

all indices were evaluated by Lillie test resulting in most of
them present nonnormal distribution.
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Fig. 1. Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the HRV corresponding to subject 18 for Relax (a and d), Joy (b and e) and Fear (c and f) for both sessions.

Therefore, statistical analysis was done by a Mann-
Whitney U-test to evaluate statistical significant differences
for all conditions: (1) Relax vs. Joy, (2) Relax vs. Fear
and (3) Joy vs. Fear. A p-value < 0.05 was considered as
statistically significant.

III. RESULTS
The HRV indices are shown in Tab. I in terms of median

and interquartile ranges as first (Q1) and third (Q3) quartile,
median (Q1|Q3), calculated for standard statistical analysis
in time domain, frequency domain with standard HF range
and with HF based on RF and the RF for Relax, Joy and
Fear. p-values obtained from the Mann-Whitney U-test are
shown also in Tab. I for the three conditions studied: (1)
Relax vs. Joy, (2) Relax vs. Fear and (3) Joy vs. Fear.

HRV spectrum corresponding to Relax, Joy and Fear is
illustrated in Fig. 1 a), b), c) for session 1 and d), e), f)
for session 2, to observe power content differences. The HF
standard band (HF Band) and the HF band centered in the
respiratory frequency (HFRF Band) are remarked inside these
six pictures.

All pictures are from the same subject measured into both
sessions but different days. This consideration was taken in
account to compare the power content but avoiding extra
environmental factors in the analysis of the behavior of the
signal.

IV. DISCUSSION
The analysis of the HRV indices revealed statistical signifi-

cant differences among emotions: (1) Relax vs. Joy, (2) Relax
vs. Fear and (3) Joy vs. Fear. Therefore, as it was shown in
Tab. I, it was possible to differentiate human feelings during
emotion elicitation using HRV analysis.

It was observed that spectral indices (PLF, PHFn and
LF/HF) of HRV could be suitable indices to distinguish
between Relax and Joy. Results suggest a more sympathetic
ANS balance during Joy than during Relax, as showed Fig.
1 a), b), d) and e).

The pNN50 index showed statistical differences between
Joy and Fear as well as spectral indices as PLF, PHFn and
LF/HF.

Note that many differences between Joy and Fear were
similar to those between Joy and Relax, and that in this
experiment the indices which were statistically different
between Relax and Fear were HRM and RF. The absence
of statistical significance in ANS related indices may be due
to the degree in which the Fear emotion can be induced by
a video. In fact, in the comparison between Joy and Fear, a
more sympathetic ANS balance is observed in Joy than in
Fear (Fig. 1 b), c), e) and f)).

Being more strict in the statistical analysis by considering
the Bonferroni correction only PLF lost statistical signif-
icance in the comparison Relax vs. Joy and RF in the
comparison Relax vs. Fear.

It should be underlined that no single index showed
statistical differences among the three studied conditions.

Since spectral analysis of HRV was performed on the
modulating signal, which represents the variations of HRV
not due to variations in mean HR [11], we hypothesized
that changes measured by HRV reflect changes in ANS
rather than changes in mean HR. The statistical analysis
of the indices derived from HF centered in the RF resulted
in a lower p-value than the ones from HF standard band
supporting the proposal (Tab. I).

In the whole study the standard LF band was not modified.



Those cases where the RF was found lower than 0.20 Hz,
the bandwidth of the HF band decreased dramatically so the
estimation of the sympathetic and parasympathetic activity
was not a reliable measurement. This situation occurred
mostly during Relax conditions since it was the condition
with a lower RF, as show in Tab. I. Due to this limitation,
respiratory frequencies below 0.20 Hz were not considered
for this study.

Comparing these results with the literature, HRV analysis
is a suitable technique for the assessment of the balance of
ANS and therefore for human emotion recognition states as
stress [6], [7], [8], panic [13], [14], anxiety and depression
[3] among others, even for healthy or illness people, with
significant results in the spectral domain for LF, HF and
LF/HF.

The same analysis could be extended by considering the
emotions not implemented in this paper (Anger and Sadness)
and the physiological data (BP, ST and GSR) simultaneous
registered with the ECG and respiration during this experi-
ment, with the finality to extract the maximum information
of our framework.

As a future line, the inclusion of other HRV indices such
as nonlinear could improve the description of emotions in
terms of ANS activity with the aim of being able to classify
them accurately.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work HRV has been analyzed during three emo-
tional states: Relax, Joy and Fear. Temporal and frequency
indices of HRV have been studied, including a high fre-
quency band centered on respiratory frequency. Statistical
significance differences were found for spectral domain
indices distinguishing Relax vs. Joy, for time domain indices
and the respiratory frequency for Relax and Fear, and for
spectral and temporal domains for Joy and Fear. Strong
statistical differences were obtained for the analysis with
high frequency centered in the respiratory frequency pointing

out the necessity of considering a specific high frequency
band on each case in order not to lose relevant information.
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